
🕰 Quick Start Guide🕰

Welcome to Done For You AI.

This short and sweet guide will get you setup with the AI in minutes!

 🔥 🔥 You made a smart choice - now let’s get going, in seconds 👇

1. Accessing Everything - Members Area
First, visit the DFY AI members area by logging
in to your WarriorPlus account - now click your
username in the red + click “purchase history”:

There you will find all the recent purchases you
made on Warrior - including links to all the DFY
AI members pages. NOTE: If you grabbed the
PRO upsell, then visit THIS members page to

create your account (not the main “DFY AI” offer).

2. On The Members Area…
You will be able to create the accounts for the software tools. Be sure to use the email
address that you purchased with on WarriorPlus when creating accounts.

3. Getting Updates (To AI + DFY AI)
AI is constantly changing (according to the German CEO of Microsoft, as of March
9th that GPT-4 is coming next week!). I do regular updates to the core DFY AI tools,
and also webinars with new training and tactics.



To ensure you get access to all this, hit reply to my “welcome email”. I will send you a
bonus AND it will ensure my email is whitelisted.

4. Your Extra Software
As promised, here are some extra software tools. These are not strictly required to use
DFY AI. But they do connect with the software, and so will be useful…

#1 - eCom Crusher
Create designs for t-shirt, mugs to sell on sites like Spring, Shopify, GearBubble etc
USE: Create tee-designs you make with DFY AI
Access this at https://www.pro.club/register/eCom%20Crusher

#2 - Keyword Titan
Find keywords which are easy to rank for on Google/YouTube SEO & PPC
USE: Use for keyword research for article creation
Access this at https://www.pro.club/register/Keyword%20Titan

#3 - Commission Builder
Create bonus pages with DFY preloaded campaigns, then get 60x traffic
USE: Promote any affiliate program.
Access this at https://www.pro.club/register/Bonus%20Builder

5. Final Thoughts
Be sure to check out Remixable, my marquee software.

Remixable is the all-in-1 software I used to build ALL pages + videos for DFY AI!

Basically, Remixable + AI is how I did ALL of the funnel

● Check out Remixable (now with AI preloaded) here
● Check out the “How I made $1M  webinar here”

OK, keep your eye on your email. More big updates dropping through March 2023
and beyond!

Thanks, Chris

https://www.pro.club/register/eCom%20Crusher
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